APPROACHABLE AI

Predictive Analytics. Accessible to All.
Meet the next-generation AI platform built for everyday users:
Domain experts, analysts, clinicians, or researchers.
With Approachable AI from Clearsense, your organization gains
a tool that's agile and interpretable, providing trusted insights
much sooner than our competitors. More importantly, it
removes the technical knowledge and skills required,
empowering everyday users to go beyond reports that only look
backward - exploring and transforming data into insights and
actions to change tomorrow's outcomes. Get to know
Approachable AI.
Our Predictive Analytics Tool empowers healthcare
organizations to easily engage in advanced analytics without an
extensive data science team to drive faster and more accurate
clinical, ﬁnancial, and operational outcomes. Here's what
Approachable AI oﬀers:

Reduce Time to Insights:

Quickly see what matters, and start to adapt, react,
and dig deeper into your data.

Predict with Conﬁdence:

No more trial-and-error model ﬁtting; use a custom
model built on the ﬂy and provide the why behind
each prediction.

Change Tomorrow’s Outcomes:

Eﬀectively change outcomes with strategic and
tactical recommendations based on the evidence
in your data.

Clearsense's platform of products ingests, manages,
and consumes data to reveal powerful insights that
drive better decisions—and a better bottom line. With
governance, security, and scalability built right in, the
path to advanced analytics is clear, and Approachable
AI is the solution you've been waiting for.
Our advanced analytics tool has lowered the
barrier to entry for organizations to engage
in better forecasting and planning that oﬀer true
ROI- and better bottom-line results.
The future of health care organizations lies in putting
the power of advanced analytics in the hands of
many, empowering business owners to leverage
trusted data to change the way that they operate
and deliver care.
Historically, organizations have taken months or even
years to take concepts from research to application,
with technology being a major limiting factor. Those
days are soon to be in the past. We have lowered the
barriers to engage in advanced analytics - regardless
of size, resources, or maturity level.
More importantly, removing the technical knowledge
and skills required, empowering everyday users to go
beyond reports that only look backward - to
exploring and transforming data into insights and
actions to change tomorrow's outcomes.

Want a success story of your own? Let’s connect.

Take your data from hypothesis to
predictive models in minutes, not months.

904.364.5629

info@clearsense.com

@ClearsenseLLC
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WHY CHOOSE CLEARSENSE?

GET TO KNOW US

Committed to leading transformation in healthcare,
Clearsense® creates a data journey, all the way from
number to key insight. Cloud-based, AI-enabled, and
HITRUST-certiﬁed, the platform of data solutions ensure
data governance, implementation, and analytics are rapidly
mainstreamed while remaining scalable and secure. Driving
faster outcomes in clinical, ﬁnancial, and operational
environments, Clearsense is powering the innovation of
tomorrow—right now. Learn more at Clearsense.com.

OUR MISSION

Our mission is to unlock the full potential of
healthcare data by delivering ﬂexible solutions that
empower data conﬁdence and enable data-driven
decision-making to achieve better outcomes.

OUR VISION

We have created a holistic data environment with
processes to cleanse, normalize, harmonize, and
integrate better data with tools to make it more
manageable, accessible, and valuable. We are unlocking
the potential of data from patient care decisions,
business operations, ﬁnancial routines, and research.

Are You Ready to See Your
Data More Clearly?
Clearsense.com

904.364.5629

One Platform, One Partner

One partner with an advanced
end-to-end platform that empowers
executives, business owners, clinicians, IT,
and data scientists.

Data First Approach

Eliminates assumptions and replaces
them with a single source of trusted
data. Put trusted data into action
without barriers or fear.

Healthcare Focused

We are 100% focused on the healthcare
industry, which means we understand
your data challenges and opportunities.

Security

Multi-cloud, HITRUST certiﬁed, HIPAA and
SOC 2 compliant with SSO Integration.
Role-based security controls at the
application and data levels. We treat
security with the highest level of
importance.

Data Quality & Trustworthiness

Data governance advisory services
wrapped around AI technologies and
processes ensure the highest level of
data trustworthiness.

Your Data. Protected.
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